2006 dodge caravan fuel pump problems

Start by verifying that the Dodge has a fuel problem. Also, a fuel problem does not always mean
that the fuel pump in a Dodge is bad. Locate the Schraeder valve on the fuel rail. Take the cap
off and install a fuel-pressure tester. Turn the key on and check the pressure. It should be 49
psi. If there is pressure, the problem is elsewhere. If there is no pressure, disconnect the
fuel-pressure gauge and test the fuel-pump relay. The fuel-pump relay is located in the relay
center under the hood and is clearly marked. With the key off, there should be power at one of
the terminals. With the key on, there should be two terminals that have power. Mark the
terminals if necessary so that you remember which terminal has power. Check the remaining
two terminals for ground. Put the red lead of the ohmmeter into one of the terminals and touch
the black lead to a good ground. Ground will be shown if there is continuity ohmmeter does not
read 0. There should be ground on one of the terminals. If no ground is found or there was not
power to two terminals a wiring problem exits. Once the ground terminal is identified, jump the
terminal that had power with the key off to the terminal that was not grounded and had no
power using a jumper wire. This is the terminal to the fuel pump. With these terminals jumped
try to start the vehicle. If it starts, the relay is bad and needs to be replaced. If the vehicle still
will not start, insert the relay back into its location and raise the vehicle enough to get under the
fuel tank. Disconnect the fuel-pump harness, which is located on the back side of the fuel tank
toward the rear of the vehicle. Use a voltmeter and test the harness side for power when a
helper cycles the key. Remember that there will be power for only two seconds at a time. Since
the computer does not see the engine turning, it shuts the fuel pump down. Just have the helper
cycle the key on for five seconds and off for five seconds while the harness is tested. If there is
power to the pump, it is obviously a bad fuel pump. If not, the wiring between the relay and the
fuel pump is faulty. It is worth mentioning that most technicians, for expediency, simply take a
can of carburetor cleaner out to check if the problem is fuel-related. Just spray some carburetor
cleaner into the intake manifold and try to start the vehicle. If it starts for a second or two, the
problem is a bad fuel pump, and if it does not, some other problem is present. Don Bowman has
been writing for various websites and several online magazines since He has owned an auto
service facility since and has over 45 years of technical experience as a master ASE tech.
Bowman has a business degree from Pennsylvania State University and was an officer in the U.
Army aircraft maintenance officer, pilot, six Air Medal awards, two tours Vietnam. Writer Bio
Don Bowman has been writing for various websites and several online magazines since Worn
fuel pump components like valves and bearings and problems in the pump electrical circuit can
cause low or high pressure in the fuel system. However, these components are not the only
ones that may create these symptoms. Before blaming the fuel pump on your Dodge Caravan,
check for leaking fuel lines and hoses, a clogged fuel filter and poor electrical connections.
Then test the fuel pump and replace it if needed to restore the fuel system on your vehicle.
Before testing the fuel pump, check the fuel filter first. If you have not replaced it in more than a
year, it is possible the filter is clogged and restricting fuel flow. Remove the filter and carefully
blow through the in-line fitting. If air does not flow easily, install a new one. Then check the
condition of fuel lines and hoses to make sure there are no fuel leaks. In addition, checking the
fuel pump pressure will help determine whether you actually have a problem in the fuel system.
Worn pump components or faults in the electrical circuit of the fuel pump may cause fuel low
pressure. High pressure may come from not only a failing fuel pump, but also a bad fuel
pressure regulator. Use a fuel pressure gauge to test the fuel pump following the instructions
on your vehicle service manual, or take the vehicle to an auto shop for this test. If you
determined the fuel pump needs to be replaced and plan to do the job yourself, relieve the fuel
system pressure first. This can be done by removing the fuel pump relay inside the Power
Distribution Center [PDC] located inside the engine compartment. Now start the engine and let it
stall. Crank the engine again to get rid of the remaining pressure. Then turn off the ignition
switch and disconnect the ground, black battery cable. To reach the fuel pump, you will need to
lower the fuel tank. If necessary, remove fuel from the tank using a hand siphon pump into an
approved container. Loosen the fuel filler cap, lift the rear of your Caravan with a floor jack, and
support it on two jack stands. Chock the front wheels and apply the Parking brakes. After
disconnecting the fuel hoses and the fuel pump electrical connector at the fuel tank, lower the
tank. Now you can release the module locking ring that holds the pump assembly using a brass
punch and a soft hammer. Punch the ring at the tabs to turn it counterclockwise until it is free.
Then lift the module off the tank. Once outside the vehicle, you can replace the pump. When
installing the module back in the tank, use a new module O-ring seal. Then turn the module
locking ring clockwise, using the brass punch and soft hammer until the ring tabs hit the stops.
Connect the fuel hoses and plug the pump electrical connector. Lower the vehicle, refill the fuel
tank and tighten the fuel filler cap. After connecting the ground, black battery cable and the fuel
pump relay, pressurize the fuel system using a scan tool following the instructions provided in

your vehicle service manual. If you do not have one available, you may be able to rent a scan
tool from your local auto parts store. Removing the fuel pump relay may have triggered one or
more DTCs that need to be cleared from the computer memory. Since Dan Ferrell has
contributed general and consumer-oriented news to television and the Web. His work has
appeared in Texas, New Mexico and Miami and on various websites. Duffy; Dodge Grand
Caravan owners have reported 37 problems related to fuel pump under the gasoline fuel system
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Dodge Grand Caravan based on all problems reported for
the Grand Caravan. Tl the contact owns a Dodge Grand Caravan. The contact stated while
driving 50 mph, the vehicle lost motive power and stalled without warning. The contact coasted
the vehicle off the roadway. The vehicle was restarted after approximately 15 minutes, and
operated as intended. The contact however decided to have the vehicle towed to an
independent mechanic to be diagnosed. The mechanic determined that the fuel pump relay
failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired and the failure recurred.
Antwerpen Dodge ram baltimore national pike, catonsville, MD was contacted and confirmed
that there were no recalls associated with the VIN. The manufacturer was made aware of the
failure. The failure mileage , See all problems of the Dodge Grand Caravan. When the engine
was turned off, the fuel pump continued to operate. As a result, the battery died. The contact
stated that the traction, abs, and check engine warning indicators illuminated. The vehicle was
towed to the contact's home after a few occurrences. The contact planned to take the vehicle to
frank fletcher Dodge Jeep Chrysler stadium blvd, jonesboro, ar , for diagnostic testing. The
vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure
mileage was , When the vehicle was turned off after driving, the fuel pump continued to operate.
The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The dealer was not contacted. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was not available. While driving unknown speeds,
the engine compartment shook and the vehicle stalled. All the warning indicators illuminated on
the instrument panel. The vehicle was towed to gwinnett Chrysler Dodge Jeep ram us, stone
mountain, GA , where it was diagnosed that the power train control module was shorting out the
fuel pump. The manufacturer was contacted and informed the contact that the fuel pump was
covered under the warranty. No further assistance was provided. The failure mileage was 48,
The contact owns a Dodge Grand Caravan. The contact had to make repeated attempts to start
the vehicle. The failure occurred numerous times. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer
and an independent mechanic for diagnostic testing. The mechanic stated that the failure could
possibly be contributed to the fuel pump. The approximate failure mileage was 34, The fuel
pump on our Dodge Grand Caravan had to be replaced due to cracks and leaks which left a
strong fuel odor along with the loss of gasoline. The fuel pump should have lasted at least ,
miles but it did not. When I searched online, I found that quite a few owners of the same vehicle
had this problem. The sub par parts are costly to replace, especially when considering it was no
fault of the owners. Noticed fuel smell and vehicle stalling or hesitating after fueling, found fuel
leak coming from very small cracks on fuel pump housing top located on the passenger side of
the van close to the exhaust system. While driving at unknown speeds, the vehicle stalled
without warning. The vehicle would not start when the contact attempted to restart. The dealer
was contacted and advised there were no recalls on the vehicle. The contact was able to locate
a recall that potentially could have caused the failure but her VIN was not included NHTSA
campaign id number 06e fuel system, gasoline: delivery: fuel pump. The failure and current
mileages were , The contact stated when adding gasoline to the fuel tank, the vehicle would stall
while traveling at various speeds. Whenever the contact added less than a fill up, the failure
would not occur. The vehicle was taken to the dealer approximately times to correct the failure.
The dealer replaced the fuel canister, fuel pump and the gas tank in an attempt to correct the
failure to no avail. The failure persisted and the warranty was no longer valid. The failure
mileage was 57, and the current mileage was 72, My wife was driving our Dodge Grand Caravan
to work when it seemed to not be getting any fuel at all. The van then stalled in traffic and would
not start. It was towed to the local Dodge dealer to find out that the fuel pump had failed.
Replaced fuel pump and fuel filter. Van has less than 50, miles on it. I was driving along at 70
mph on the freeway. Car sputtered and died. I was able to get it to the side of the road before
losing all hydraulics, thankfully. It was determined by the local Dodge dealer that my fuel pump
had failed and that the van ran out of gas. My gas gauge was giving a false reading. They are
replacing fuel pump. We'll see if this problem surfaces again. I hope not. This was distressing to
me because, if I wasn't able to get to the side of the freeway, I would have lost all power control
over braking and steering. The dealer told me this was a "vendor" problem with the faulty part.
In driving my Dodge Grand Caravan, I have had several episodes where it stalls with no
warning. The first time it stalled was after stopping at a toll booth and in pulling out from the

booth it just died. Luckily there was not a lot of traffic as my husband and three small children
were in the van with me at the time. Had it been during rush hour or there was someone who
was just in a hurry, this incident had the potential to be quite tragic. My van has also stalled
sitting at a traffic lights and several times driving down residential streets. We can not seem to
figure out what is going on. I have been told that everything looks o. After seeing a newscast
tonight that spoke of the same stalling without warning issues in other vans I am having my fuel
pump replaced. I wanted to make you aware that it could be related to newer models as well.
While driving 70 mph engine shut off. Dealer stated that fuel pump malfunctioned which enabled
fuel to reach the engine. My Dodge Grand Caravan began smelling like gas intermittently in
When the smell repeated itself over the course of several months, we took it to the dealer. The
dealer failed to find a leak or reason for the smell. The smell continued intermittently and in , we
took the car back again. I'm not sure what the labor cost was. They refused to cover the cost of
the poor design. They appear to have replaced it with a fuel pump, which was one of the pumps
found poor in an insurance crash test rating. When the gas tank is full, fuel leaks profusely from
the fuel pump flange, pooling on the ground under the car. This same problem resulted in a
recall of 96 model year caravans after only six small fires. Strong odor of gasoline in our garage
one morning led us to find the fuel pump was leaking. The original fuel pump failed.
Replacement oem pump leaked gas out of defective seal when tank was filled, resulting in a
significant gas spill and fire hazard. Dealed explained that when pump is replaced they do not
check for tank seal integrity. Replacement pump replaced at no additonal charge. Both
independent Chrysler and service representatives claimed fuel tank was warped in the area
which was leaking fuel. Some responsability should be on Chrysler. Problem doesn't seem like
normal wear and tear. This is a great deal of safety concern to consumer. Consumer states root
is the cause of leaking fuel, distortion of molded plastic fuel tank indicates improper
manufacturer design. After filling my Dodge Grand Caravan with gasoline last night, I heard
something give way under the car as I was driving home. I discovered the bracket holding the
gas tank up had come apart. By the next morning, the gasoline tank had collapsed onto the
road. When the tow truck came to haul it to the repair shop, the fuel pump pulled away from the
tank and dumped the load of gasoline onto the road - a very dangerous situation. Vehicle was
leaking gasoline, and consumer smelled gasoline inside and outside of garage. Smell is still
there. Dealership replaced it twice. Took vehicle for repairs, but fuel still leaked out. Vehicle sent
back to dealer 2 more times, problem still uncorrected. Contacted dealer. Was notified that parts
were not available. While driving, consumer smelled gas, had received recall regarding fuel
pump and made an appointment with the dealership after smelling the gas, vehicle experienced
fire, claim Transmission malfunctioned. Then,consumer took vehicle to a technician who stated
that there was a transmission fluid leakage, and transmission needed to be replaced. Currently,
consumer received a recall on fuel pump. Fuel leaked at the interface of the fuel pump prior to
recall notice 99v Consumer states that she did a search on the internet for recalls and found
several for her vehicle. She states that she never received any paperwork from the manufacturer
about the recalls. It was repaired on 8 June, and still is having the same problem. Engine
warning light comes on. Consumer should be able to get gallons in gas tank, instead, it only
takes 10 gallons. Owner did not have any problems with engine check light until recall work was
performed. Engine check light came on the day after recall repairs were performed. Dealer
stated that the problem was not a part of recall, and would not be serviced free. Nhtsa recall 99v
and manufacturer's recall No parts were available. Fuel is leaking from the fuel tank at the
interface of the fuel pump module attachments. Remedy did not correct recall problem. Please
give any further details. Dealer stated that they were not familar with a new tool to correct
campaign, which caused the problem. Finally, dealer has corrected the problem. Car Problems.
Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge Grand Caravan 1. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge Grand
Caravan 2. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge Grand Caravan 3. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge
Grand Caravan 4. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge Grand Caravan 5. Fuel Pump problem of the
Dodge Grand Caravan 6. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge Grand Caravan 7. Fuel Pump
problem of the Dodge Grand Caravan 8. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge Grand Caravan 9. Fuel
Pump problem of the Dodge Grand Caravan Tank Assembly problems. Fuel Injection problems.
Gasoline Fuel System problems. Fuel Delivery problems. Tank Filler Pipe And Cap problems.
Fuel Injection Rail problems. Gasoline Storage problems. Fuel Injector problems. Dodge
Caravan owners have reported 48 problems related to fuel pump under the gasoline fuel system
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Dodge Caravan based on all problems reported for the
Caravan. I noticed a strong gasoline smell whenever I approached the car. I took it to my
mechanic and he knew immediately what was wrong and said he had already repaired 3 or 4
Dodges with the same problem. The fuel pump was replaced because the housing was cracked

and caused fuel to leak. I found no recalls for this issue. See all problems of the Dodge Caravan.
My Dodge Caravan smelled strong gasoline odor in and out. When I took it to the mechanic he
knew exactly what was wrong because he serviced 3 vans like mine with similar issue. When he
lifted my van and started the gas started to pour. The fortunate part was that I am lucky that it
didn't explode on me while driving. Here is the worst part, I called rancho Jeep Chrysler in san
diego to order a new fuel pump, I was told that the parts is nationally back ordered and it will
take 3 to a month waiting period and nowhere available as per parts technician. If it is back
ordered nationally, will it constitute recall? My van only has 50k miles in it and I bought it brand
new and always service timely. I am hoping that the company will take some action immediately
to prevent costly lawsuits. I am receiving all my receipts as a proof when something happen. I
will be the first one to come forward. My second complain is the lock, it is very uncomfortable if
you manually lock and unlock all doors. I have to pull out the iod fuse every time to reset, this is
also a national issue because I found this from the blogs of other Dodge Caravan owners. My
3rd complain is why is my front brakes always shake no matter what I do to it. I replaced both
rotors and pads 3x and still warping. Here is the worst part, I called rancho Jeep chryler in san
diego to order a new fuel pump, I was told that the parts is nationally back ordered and it will
take 3 to a month waiting period and nowhere available as per parts technician. My van only
have 50k miles in it and I bought it brand new and always service timely. I have to pull out the
iod fuse everytime to reset, this is also a national issue because I found this from the blogs of
other Dodge Caravan owners. My 3rd complain is why are my front brakes always shakes no
matter what I do to it. I replaced both rotors and pads. The contact owns a Dodge Caravan. The
contact was driving 30 mph when he was advised by another motorist that fuel was leaking from
the top of the fuel tank. The contact had just refueled the vehicle. The vehicle was taken to a
local mechanic and the contact was advised to replace the catalytic converter. The mechanic
also stated that there was evidence of a small fire from the fuel tank. The mechanic referred the
contact to the dealer to inquire about a potential recall on the vehicle NHTSA campaign id
number: 99v, fuel system, gasoline: delivery fuel pump. The dealer advised that the vehicle was
included in the recall but the dealer refused repairs because of the damages from the small fire.
The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was , and the current mileage was , I have had
trans problems since miles. Dealer calls it a bump stop however can't fix it because no service
light is on. Now hearing strange sounds from drivers side rear electric fuel pump dealers
mechanic says change it but Dodge corporate says no light again so don't fix. The contact
stated that the fuel tank causes fumes to enter the passenger compartment of the vehicle, as
well as fuel leakage. He stated that the fuel tank was replaced a year ago, but still emits fumes.
The vehicle was previously repaired under recall 99v fuel system, gasoline:delivery:fuel pump.
The incident and purchase dates were unknown. The current mileage is , and failure mileage
was , When the vehicle was started in hot weather, the contact heard a loud whining noise
coming from the fuel tank. The vehicle was taken to a dealer and they stated that the fuel pump
failed and needed to be replaced. The current mileage was 69, and failure mileage was 50, The
contact received a safety recall notice for the vehicle after paying for the related repairs. The
contact stated that the fuel pump was replaced three times. The contact had two faulty fuel
pumps, and broke down twice while driving 35 mph. The vehicle was towed twice. The failure
mileage was , After the third failure the mechanic installed a brand name other than the one
listed on the recall notice. The replacement fuel pump wasan after market fuel pump module
and the safety recall notice was from recall management, inc. The contact would like a copy of
the complaint sent to master tigas and not daimler Chrysler due to the specifics listed on the
recall notice. The current mileage was , The vehicle was towed to an independent repair shop
where it was determined the fuel pump detached, fell into the tank assembly and needs to be
replaced. Consumer writes in regards to anti lock brake system recall and seeks reimbursement
for repairs. The consumer experienced abs problems again in December The consumer stated
the recall letter stated if the problem occurred again, Chrysler would cover any repairs. The
dealer then informed the consumer, they didn't have the equipment to test his vehicle, due to
the age. The consumer declined the test. Also, the transmission, starter, fuel pump, ignition coil
blocks , serpentine belt, pulleys, power steering pump, and radiator were all replaced. Contacts
was on the interstate going approximately 70 mph, the engine lost all power. The vehicle was
taken to a service dealer and there was a fuel pump replaced, but this did not fix the problem.
The dealership suggested a CO-pilot on the vehicle, but they do not have one to put on the
vehicle. Fuel pump regulator is producing too much pressure, and extra pressure is causing
fuel injection o-ring to fail. The plastic cap that seals the gasket sealing the fuel pump in the top
of the gas tank popped off and gasoline was pumped out all over the inside of the engine and
poured out all over the highway leading to emptying of the gas tank and major risk on the
highway. There were no holes in the gas tank and the plastic cap was not broken, it had simply

popped off leading to this potentially disasterous problem. Car needed to be towed, gasoline all
over theplace, and major fire hazard. Consumer received a recall letter on fuel pump. Called
dealer and there were no parts available. Consumer had fuel tank replaced because the tank had
collapsed and could not be filled all the way,the fuel seals were damaged during installation
causing three gas to pour out of the van in the area of the fuel pump module three days after
repair. Consumer was unable to obtain a bill for recall work performed 99v of the fuel pump
module seal. Dealer's next available appointment is may 22, Problem with getting a
manufacturer's recall concerning fuel pump honored. No accessible authorized dealer.
Contacted dealer in anchorage, and informed consumer to fill tank with fuel. However, if vehicle
showed no sign of leakages, not to worry about it. Pulled vehicle over, and popped hood, and
saw the fire on top of engine. While trying to extinguish the fire, consumer received burns to the
eye area. A day later, recall notice came by mail. Dealer was not contacted at this time.
Consumer is not satisfied with the recall notification, the vehicle was brought in to be repaired
and was denied, vehicle had to be empty of gasoline in order to complete recall repair of the fuel
pump module, the notification did not state this. Dealer notified of repairs failure. Recall 99v
Fuel lekage resulted when the tank was filled after the recall was repaired. Dealer has since
repaired the vehicle and the tank continues to leak fuel, third attempt to fix replaced new gas
tank and fuel pump. The fuel pump module seal and lock nut failed prior to recall notice 99v
Consumer is having trouble obtaining a response in order to have recall repair completed, the
consumer is experiencing poor gas mileage and gas fumes continually which may be the result
of the recall component which is experiencing failure at this time 99v The vehicle has died four
times at higway speed leaving the vehicle without steeringand brakes. The dealer is unable to
reproduce the defect and guesses that the vehicle has a problem with the fuel pump. The
problem started at 38k or right out of the warranty and they do not know what has caused it. I
have a two year old boy and have had him with me when it broke down inthe the winter.
Chrysler says their records are proprietary and will not tell me if they have had problems with
their fuel pumps. Vehicle experienced failure of the recall component prior to recall notification
resulting in leakage on several occasions. Fuel pump module seal failed prior to recall 99v , the
vehicle caught fire while parked in garage caused damage to the garage and another vehicle
parked next to it attorney for client. The defective fuelpump retainer ring broke, causing a fuel
leak in which if there was a source of ignition it may start a fire. Dlr cannot determine problem.
We purchased vehicles through state bid process. I sent e-mail to all counties in north carolina.
A very high percentage of fuel pumps are failing at 20 k - 40k miles. I will ask the other county
directors to also send their comments. I have replaced 4 fuel pumps this year at a cost of Per
replacement. When the fuel tank is filled, fuel leaks from under the vehicle. The leakage still
exists. Fuel tank leakage while parked in garage, could smell gasoline. First time dealer
replaced gas tank, second time, gas leaked onto garage floor and dealer replaced fuel pump.
After dealer had repaired vehicle under the recall fuel tank leaked. Since the initial repair , the
dealer has attempted to repair the vehicle unsuccessfully. Manufacturer has been notified. Car
Problems. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge Caravan 1. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge
Caravan 2. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge Caravan 3. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge
Caravan 4. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge Caravan 5. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge
Caravan 6. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge Caravan 7. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge
Caravan 8. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge Caravan 9. Fuel Pump problem of the Dodge
Caravan Tank Assembly problems. Fuel Injection problems. Gasoline Fuel System problems.
Tank Filler Pipe And Cap problems. Fuel Delivery problems. Fuel Injection Rail problems. Fuel
Injector problems. Tank Mounting problems. One of the worst problems that can happen to a
vehicle is a bad fuel pump. Without gas your Caravan will not run at all. With that in mind, most
of the symptoms of a bad fuel pump revolve around the vehicle stalling out or not running at all.
While being in the fuel tank makes the pump more reliable, it also makes it a lot more difficult to
get to. The good news is that fuel pumps are inexpensive. The bad news is that they cost a lot in
terms of labor to repair and replace. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes
that exist could be a clue. Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an
oxygen sensor related trouble code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel pump is
that it resembles many other vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. One of the most common
signs that a fuel pump is going bad is a whining sound. The whining sound can indicate that the
fuel pump is going out before there are any performance based issues. Keeping an open ear
can save you from getting stuck somewhere with a bad fuel pump. Typically, if you are heading
up a hill or accelerating the engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a
bad fuel pump can also feel a heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will
make the motor feel like it is running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter
will not feel as jarring. If you are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic

converters. If you get P or P trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic
converter causing these symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going
to be that the your Caravan is difficult to start. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the
same as a bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very
challenging. How do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its
input side and low pressure on its output side. A bad fuel pump will have low pressure on both
sides. They are both going to cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting.
The only way to truly tell is to place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a
reading from both. A priming fuel pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and
can be heard with a sharp engine right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is
engaged. The symptoms of a bad fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can
occur in the Dodge Caravan. Testing the pump and pressure on each side of it are going to be
the quickest ways to rule it out. If there is anything you would like to add, please leave a
comment below. Good luck! Challenges Starting the Engine One of the best indicators of a
clogged fuel pump is going to be that the your Caravan is difficult to start. Fuel injectors can go
the life of a modern vehicle with little to no trouble at all. That being said, bad fuel injectors are
one of the more common issues that happen to any vehicle Dodge Caravan included. There are
two main ways that your injectors can go bad. The first is for them to become clogged, dirty, or
unresponsive. The other way is if the injectors are leaking. When they leak, they can really do
some damage. The symptoms of bad fuel injectors are going to feel almost the same as a bad
fuel pump or fuel filter. If you do end up needing to replace the injectors, they are somewhat
affordable. Leaking fuel injectors are often caused by a bad a crack in their body. When this
occurs they must be replaced. When they are dirty but not yet clogged, you may be able to
clean them with a good fuel injector cleaner. If your Caravan is experiencing the symptoms of
bad fuel injectors, it would be wise to address the issue right away. If there is anything you
would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Good luck! It my not even start at
all. That is to say there will be a sudden drop in idle speed. It may feel like the engine is about to
die. This is certainly the worst case scenario. Any gas that is not fired and sent out as exhaust
ends up in the oil pan. You will smell fuel on the dipstick. If you have reason to suspect there is
gas in your oil, do not drive your Caravan. Change the oil. Conclusion If your Caravan is
experiencing the symptoms of bad fuel injectors, it would be wise to address the issue right
away. Imagine coming home from Raleigh N. This is in the Virginias south of the tunnels,
strange territory to me. Well after a harsh chewing out from a female trooper for walking on the
interstate and a cold nights sleep in a dive and 3 tows totalling This is the t
custom 300 zx
marlin crawler forum
pontiac g6 power steering pump location
hird garage and a few bucks later,and finally a mechanic with a proper scanner to diagnose the
problem! Being a mech. Dave from Beckley Va. But, this pump cost me 3 days pay, 4 nights in a
motel, food, towing and a lot of stress, almost enough to sue Chrysler for! This is the fourth
complaint I have entered here and all different problems, 2 brake problems, tie rod ends and the
fuel pump. Do you think I should be buying another Dodge Caravan? I love them but I am
finding it hard to bite into another one. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most
Common Solutions: replace fuel pump 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word.
Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a
helpful site for this Caravan problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Dodge mechanic Read
reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send
Comment Add Complaint. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

